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Statement of the Problem: Cataract is the leading treatable cause of blindness worldwide (48%). Its impact on people living in the underdeveloped and developing countries. Here will review the progress in the management of cataract over centuries and the critical milestones. There is no doubt that we are seeking the perfection and we almost there but are we done? Are the solutions cost effective? The current options are so good to the extent that not every cataract surgeon is excellent in it. More than 3-4 decades back; ophthalmology was not too much to tell but now is too much to remember in fact.

Methodology & Theoretical Orientation: Literature review of the revolution in cataract management to highlight its major changes and how it became sophisticated is enough to step backward and try to consider what could be the effective change later. Improving the outcomes & reducing the risks is the standard medical before being a quality goal. Pathophysiology, biochemistry, physics, optics, diagnosing, encoding and best affordable management these are pieces of the old puzzle.

Findings: Review of literature’s & the technology changes pointing with a convincing evidence that we are about to arrive to our goal but its cost going to be up. We moved from couching/needling to femtosecond laser assisted and premium primary or secondary implants; surprisingly looking around in the world, all options are alive.

Conclusion & Significance: Cataract is a major health issue that we must work on it targeting probably genetics? Or biochemistry reversing the lens clarity at least for the non-traumatic ones.
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